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at the beginning, karan and nandinis friendship works perfectly well. but as karans life unfolds and becomes more complex, their friendship starts to change. this is because of the differences between them. their childhood friendship has to change in order to get them to grow as people. one of the main problems karans life
faces is his relationship with nandinis mother. she is very narrow-minded. her opinion is that only a girl should work with a boy who has a job. this causes karan a lot of problems. he has to solve the problem of his relationship with nandinis mother, while at the same time, is balancing his work and the responsibilities that his

girlfriend demands. we've very fast streaming service. you can watch all hollywood movies in dual audio, south hindi dubbed and also bollywood movies with english subtitles. if you want to download, click on the download button below and follow the steps to start download. if your video player has some option for srt subtitles,
you can directly choose the file you want to watch and it will open automatically. if the srt file you have downloaded is corrupted or damaged, you can simply remove it and download the new one. you can do this by clicking the red cross next to the file name. you can edit the subtitles by clicking on the edit/move/remove

buttons next to the position you want to change the subtitles on. after you are done editing, you can save the subtitles. lets watch the movies now. we provide lakshya subtitles in hindi, english, bengali, marathi, malayalam and other many languages. you can right now downloaded lakshya subtitles in 480p, 720p, 1080p, full
hd, 4k, hdlyrp etc. our version works with your pc, ipad, xbox, roku, iphone, android etc. you can also stream with online tv channels like zee5, zee5 hd, star world, star zee, star plus, & many more.
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